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Albert C. Barnes is known as the man who accumulated an incomparable art collection for a foundation that bears his
name. Few, though, may know how he earned a place in the history of medicine, specifically through his development
of Argyrol, the unique compound that was the source of his fortune, or how he brought his scientific orientation to the
study of art.
His life reads like a peculiar amalgamation of the American dream and a Greek tragedy. Born in 1872 in the slums of
Philadelphia, he was the third of four sons (two of whom would die in early childhood)1 to a “marvelous mother, with a
keen, penetrating intelligence” and an ineffectual father “lacking in character.”2 His father, originally a butcher, had
been severely wounded while fighting for the Union during the Civil War. Losing his arm to gangrene, he was never

able to support his family adequately.3 Moving frequently, the family became downwardly mobile to an area strewn
with garbage, pigs roaming streets before their slaughter, rats, and gangs.4 Barnes, who became an imposing figure at
almost six feet,5 defended himself against neighborhood bullies by learning to box.6 His athletic prowess would later
help him support himself through school. His impoverished childhood, including experiencing hunger7 and wearing
frayed clothing,8 would leave its indelible mark, as that kind of childhood invariably does. He would never lose his
determination to defend himself from any perceived attack, often to his own detriment. With his self-defeating
“volcanic anger,” he kept “grievances brightly intact for decades”9 and was “irrepressibly provocative.”10
Barnes attended the prestigious Central High School of Philadelphia, known to accept boys of “superior intelligence.”11
There he would meet the future artist William Glackens, a major influence on him throughout his life.12 Encouraged by
his mother to pursue medicine after he received an advanced degree from Central High13 he matriculated at the
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine and graduated by age twenty,14 with particular interests in chemistry
and pharmacology. After an internship at a psychiatric hospital, he said, “The experience led me to believe I was not
cut out for medicine,”15 though he maintained a curiosity about psychology throughout his life.16 He traveled to
Germany for further studies in pharmacology, but ultimately returned to Philadelphia where he accepted a job with the
pharmaceutical firm H.K. Mulford & Company.17
At the request of the company, Barnes returned to Germany to recruit a researcher. It was there in Heidelberg that
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Barnes met Hermann Hille, “a brilliant research chemist”18 who had studied with Roentgen and had his PhD.19 Barnes convinced Hille to relocate to Philadelphia.20 It was
around this time that he met his future wife Laura, with whom he would remain married until his death fifty years later. He and Laura never had children.21
Hille and Barnes ultimately left Mulford and in 1902 they partnered to form the Barnes & Hille Company. Shortly after,
they developed the compound Argyrol that would make Barnes a millionaire many times over. Though Barnes would
later minimize Hille’s contribution by referring to him as an unnamed “technician,”22,23 most believe that Hille provided
the scientific expertise “crucial to the chemical development” of Argyrol.24 Their company also developed the much less
successful Ovoferrin, an iron compound used to treat anemia.25
Argyrol, derived from a wheat protein and classified as a vitellin, “a protein occurring naturally in the yolk of an egg” to
which silver salts were added,26 was an important addition to the physician’s armamentarium. At the turn of the last
century, well before the development of antibiotics, there were few medications for infections and most (e.g., mercury,
silver salts, boric acid, chlorine, phenol) were “far too toxic.”27 Dr. Carl Credé (1819-1892), a German professor of
obstetrics, was the first in the early 1880s to use silver nitrate drops prophylactically for ophthalmia
neonatorum,28,29,30 conjunctivitis seen within the first weeks of life31 then almost always caused by the transmission of
the gram-negative gonococcus from the mother, who went often undiagnosed, to her infant during vaginal delivery.32
Without treatment, 30 to 50% of infants exposed during delivery developed corneal ulceration, perforation of the
globe, and permanent visual impairment, including blindness;33 gonorrhea was then responsible for a quarter of all
cases of lost eyesight throughout the world.34 Credé’s silver nitrate prophylaxis was considered a “significant
preventive medicine triumph” when there was no effective treatment for gonorrhea.35
The problem with silver nitrate ophthalmic drops, though, is that they were irritating to the eye and caused a transient
chemical conjunctivitis in up to 90% of infants.36 Argyrol, named for the Greek word for silver, had unique properties.
It was 30% silver, twice the amount of silver produced before, exerted bactericidal properties in the deep mucous
membranes of the eye where the gonococci reside, and unlike silver nitrate, it had no caustic or irritating properties.37
Barnes and Hille reported their results in 1902 to the American Therapeutic Society. Though they detailed their
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manufacturing process, they deliberately provided inaccurate details.38 They never patented their compound because they did not want to reveal their formula.39 Instead,
they trademarked it, and Barnes fiercely guarded it from fraudulent imitations.40,41 It could be prepared for use in the eyes, nose, urethra, and even internally, by
suppository.42
While Hille may have been instrumental in the development of Argyrol, Barnes was clearly the brilliant marketing
strategist who focused not on pharmacists, but rather on eminent professors from leading universities in the fields of
surgery and medicine in the U.S. and abroad.43 These clinicians, with their series of case studies, provided him with

extraordinary testimonials that repeatedly demonstrated Argyrol’s clinical efficacy.44 It “should be in the obstetrical bag
of every physician and routine in infant’s eyes . . .”45 “Patients never complain of any pain as is the case with other
silver salts.”46 “Your silver compound is the best I have ever used—remarkably efficient and absolutely nonirritating.”47 “. . . unlike other silver compounds, it has given us a weapon with which we can fight the gonococcus
without injury to the urethra.”48 Argyrol was easy to manufacture and distributed as a crystalline powder.49 By 1904,
sales of Argyrol were worth $100,000 and by 1907, $250,000.50
The relationship between Barnes and Hille, though, grew acrimonious well before the end of their five-year contract,
and Barnes, accusing Hille of betraying company secrets (though there was no evidence of wrongdoing), brought legal
action against him; the legal settlement required that Hille show Barnes how to make Argyrol.51 Barnes then created
A.C. Barnes Company. Hille ultimately moved to Chicago, had his own successful lab, and later asserted his own
significant role in Argyrol’s development.52
How good was Argyrol? In its time, there was not much else, and Argyrol was “bland and soothing.”53 It was strongly
recommended in several editions of a translated textbook of ophthalmology,54 but as early as 1920, though, several
reports among ophthalmologists questioned its germicidal properties, even suggesting benefits were exaggerated and
that it was inert, though harmless.55 There seemed to be a major discrepancy between its clinical efficacy and the
laboratory evidence to the contrary.56 Most clinicians, however, emphasized it should not be prescribed for home use
because of the possibility of argyrosis,57 a condition seen after chronic use (including in those who work with silver) of
a gray discoloration due to the deposition of silver salts in the eye (though it did not impair vision) and even in the
entire

body.58,59

Barnes kept his company until July 1929. By extraordinarily good fortune, he sold it to Zonite Products Corporation for
$6 million when profits from Argyrol were at an all-time high. The French army, for example, had adopted it as an
antiseptic during World War I to control the spread of venereal disease, and throughout the 1920s it was used to treat
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soldiers who were exposed to poison gas.60 Before the October collapse of the stock market that year, Barnes had taken his millions and safely invested in tax-exempt
bonds.61
Eventually, Arygrol, with the discovery of antibiotics, fell out of favor but that was years after Barnes had sold his
company. Even as late as 1948,62 penicillin was still considered experimental to treat ophthalmia neonatorum, and a
silver compound, though not necessarily Argyrol, was still required in almost every state as a prophylactic agent in the
eyes of newborns.63
After the sale of his company, Barnes never ventured again into pharmaceuticals and focused exclusively for the
remainder of his life on accumulating his remarkable collection of Impressionist, Post-Impressionist, and African art.
“With the money acquired from a product which prevents blindness, Dr. Barnes purchased pictures for the sight to
feast on.”64
Barnes was to use his scientific training and orientation in his study of art. He saw himself primarily as an art educator
and his gallery as a “laboratory.”65 He became a self-taught scholar who authored many books, including his classic,
The Art in Painting.66 Throughout, he emphasized the importance of the scientific method.67 “The artist illuminates the
objective world to us, exactly as does the scientist.”68 “The artist is primarily the discoverer just as the scientist is . .
.”69
Barnes’ life ended tragically. In his last months, he was diagnosed with prostate cancer. Treated initially with
antibiotics, possibly for a prostatitis, he required two surgical procedures within days of each other in January 1951,
weeks after he turned seventy-nine and remained in the hospital until mid-February.70 Recovery was apparently slow,
with very restricted activity.71 Reportedly, it was his first day back driving alone when on July 24, 1951, he failed to
yield at a stop sign on a road he knew well and was struck and killed instantly by a ten-ton trailer truck.72,73
With Barnes’ death would begin the battle for his incomparable golden collection.
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